
The First Term Exam
Malik: Good morning,.
Adam: Good morning.
Malik: how are you?
Adam: fine thanks,
Malik: can I ask you some questions?
Adam: Yes, you can.
Malik: do you know Chahrazed restaurant?
Adam: yes, I do
Malik: can you tell me where is it situated?
Adam: yes, I can. It’s in Incisor city 62 pieces.
Malik: It is a famous restaurant, isn’t it?
Adam: yes, it is.
Malik: why?
Adam: because they serve good dishes and they are not very expensive.
Malik: thanks my friend.
Section one:Reading comprehension:
A- Read the text and answer the following questions:
1-How many speakers are there? ................................................................................................
2-What are they talking about? …………………………………………………………….....
3-Does Mohamed knows the restaurant? ………………………………………………………

B-Are these statement true or false .Correct the wrong statement.
1-Chahrazed restaurant is not famous. ………………………………………………………..
2-The restaurant serve good dishes. …………………………………………………………
3-Mohamed doesn’t know where the restaurant is situated. ……………………………………

C-Lexis:
Find in the text words that are equivalent in meaning to the following:

located= ……………………. Few = ………………………..
Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following:

Bad ≠ …………………….. Cheap ≠……………………………
Section two : Mastery of language:
A-Reorder the following sentences:
1-know /how /make /to /don’t/you /do/? / you /,/pizza /………………………………………………………………
2-some / oil /. / the / pan / in/ put/
3-speak / can /she/can’t /, /  she / English/ ?/
B-What do these sentences express? …………………………….
1-when I was five year I could Swim. …………………………….
2-In few months Farida will be able to speak French. ………………………………
3- Can I have your book, please?

Pronunciation : Classify the modal can (weak or strong form):

Section three: Written expression;
Your pen friend is fat . she /he send you a letter to ask for help .Write a menu with recommendations and
advice to help him/her lose weight .these clues can help you

-What he should eat.
-What he shouldn’t eat.
-Exercise

Good luck

can Weak / k n / Strong /kæn/
Some food can make us fat.
Yes, I can.
Can you show me the way?
No, I can’t.


